Wiring a bathroom extractor fan diagram
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Lights. Megajolt E Wiring Diagram. Leave a Reply Cancel reply. I've bought a new extractor fan
Xpelair 4-inch mm Timer Bathroom Fan - it replaces an old standard fan no timer , the wiring
available is 1 red wire i believe this is live 1 black wire neutral? A Brighter Spark.
Notwithstanding all the previous replies - all of which are sound - and that you may not have
fully described what's happening as you may not have the equipment to test the circuit , I just
want to add a couple of points Leaving the pullcord switched on will mean that the extractor will
operate when the light is switched on. Not very satisfactory, but may be acceptable to you. This
would start to run as soon as the humidity rises to a set point, and would switch off when the
humidity falls below another set point. The humidity set points are usually adjustable. The
pullcord can be used to manually switch on the extractor which would then run for a duration
set on the timer usually adjustable. Electrical Safety Services. As you have bought a fan with
and integral timer it needs three wires; a neutral and two lives in order to operate. One of the
live wires is a "permanently on live" and the other one a "switched live" that comes on and off
with the lights as they are switched. So you should have four wires at the fan position, three
coloured and one bare copper, so the wrong cable appears to have been used in the past. Under
normal circumstances the bare copper wire should be sleeved with a green and yellow covering
as it is the earth wire, even though the fans are class 2 and do not need an earth connection, the
bare copper wire should be curled up and left safely inside the fan not touching any of the other
terminals. From what you describe it's very likely that a cowboy or ill informed DIY-er has put in
a standard two core and earth cable and may have been using the bare earth wire as the second
live! This is extremely dangerous. For your own safety and piece of mind, its probably best to
get a Part P registered electrician round to look at this and if need be rewire the section of cable
from the light to the isolator switch outside the bathroom assuming there is one, if not an
isolator switch must be fitted and then rewire from the isolator switch onto the fan itself. This
work comes under part P of the building regulations and is notifiable to local building control
and therefore must be certificated in order to comply with the law and prevent any
complications or prosecution from LABC should you sell the property in the future. See links
below. For fans with timers you require a permanent live, along with the normal switched live
and neutral, normally the switched live brings the fan on with the light and then the permanent
live keeps it running for the desired time you set on the timer so that after the lights are turned
off the fan will continue to run to help clear humidity out the bathroom. I'd suspect the bare
copper wire you can see will be the earthing conductor, it should really have sleeving on it to
identify it. James Balchin. The bare wire is an earth wire and needs to be connected to an earth
terminal. It takes no active part in the operation of the fan. In order to connect your new fan
correctly you will need to run an extra live wire to the new fan. If the old fan was of the
pull-switch type then the new live has to run from the light. This becomes the switched live and
turns the fan on and off. If the fan used to turn on and off with the light switch then the new live
needs to be a permanent unswitched live, which you can usually run from a joint box in the loft
space. You will need to get a part P qualified electrician to do this however, as this qualifies as a
new installation in a bathroom zone. PositiveNRG Limited. Hi, the new one will need a
permanent live brown conductor fed from a three pole fan isolator switch to the new fan along
with a switched live and neutral. The bare copper conductor is your earth that needs protecting
with green and yellow earth sleeving. Emelec Electrical Services. This should be carried out by
a competent person as per regulations, it is in bathroom, classified a special location. D H
Electrical. The bare copper wire is the earth cable, this should be marked up with green and
yellow sleeping and connected to the earth connection in the fan unit, if there isn't one then pop
it in a connector block. This won't be why it's not working though, without seeing the new unit

it's hard to advise too much but I'd say that the new unit should only require Live Neutral Earth,
same as the previous one. If it's on the lighting circuit check it's connected properly at the point
where it comes from. Hope this helps Dan D H Electrical. Started noticing mould this winter. The
previous extractor fan was quite an old one and out of use, and had it replaced a couple Hi
Folks, I hope to glean some advice before getting an electrician in to install a bathroom
extractor fan. Any advice would be So I thought replacing my mm extractor fan should be a
simple DIY task, however never been so confused! So I have a worn Ask a tradesman. Liked
Like Related Questions mould around bathroom extractor fan water trickling down extractor
pipe Started noticing mould this winter. Wiring confusion for new mm bathroom fan So I
thought replacing my mm extractor fan should be a simple DIY task, however never been so
confused! Ask a new question. Connecting a timed fan unit - how to wire in a new bathroom
extractor fan with timer to an existing light switch or new independent switch. Use this clear
wiring diagram of how to connect up your timed fan to ensure you install your timer fan
successfully. Don't want to do this job yourself? Let us help you find a tradesman local to you.
Warning: To complete electrical works you must comply with Electrical Regulations â€” Click
here for more information. Extractor Fans with an integral timer or timed switch need a 3 core
and earth supply to allow the unit to run on after a light is switched off. It must also be possible
to isolate the fan by means of a pull switch inside the bathroom, or a fan isolation 3 pole switch
outside of the bathroom. Before attempting connecting up a timed fan or any other electrical
connection, please ensure all circuits are off at the mains. The Isolation switch must be on a
pull cord inside a bathroom or as in the diagram above, a switch on the outside. Which ever one
you are using, the wiring itself should be the same. The wiring diagram below shows the wiring
setup you need to connect your new timed fan to your existing light circuit ceiling rose so that
when the ligh is turned on, so is the fan. As with the option above for connecting to the existing
light switch, before you start any wiring, make sure that the power is off to the circuit you are
working on!! Instead, we are going to install a new switch that will turn teh fan on and off. There
are other ways to achieve this where the junction box connections are housed within the 3-pole
isolation switch, but that is more complicated to explain and increases the chances of someting
going wrong. However, using the method explained below, each stage of the installation can be
easily followed and easily checked for errors or problems in the future with minimal risk of
confusion. The Minimum cable size for fans like this is 1. It is acceptable to use 1. Cable types
required for the timer fan above are 2 core twin and earth. Here, we will be using 3 core and
earth. With this in mind, if your fan does not have a timer you will not need to use 3 core cable
to connect it; simple 2 core and earth is all that would be required throughout. The supply for
this can be taken from most existing circuits providing the switched-fused-unit SFU is present
at the start of the installation and appropriately fused to protect the sub-circuit cabling and
accessories. Typically 3A or 5A for a fan installation of this nature is sufficient, but be sure to
check the manufacturers specifications for details. From the switch-fused-unit the installation
must then have a 3 pole isolation switch that provides at least 3mm of separation on ALL live
conductors when the switch is off. In this case, the switch live SL connection is not used but it
is recommended that a 3-pole switch is still fitted as it would allow the circuit to be reconfigured
to work with the light switch in future if desired. The 3 pole switch ensures complete
disconnection of supply to the fan so that maintenance can be carried out safely, without the
need for a qualified electrician to disconnect the wiring N. From the 3-pole isolator, the next
stage is to connect the supply, switch and the fan together in a junction box to enable the
independent pull-cord to trigger the fan, and allow it to run on, in accordance with the timer
setting when the fan is switched off. A 4-termial junction box is required, and is wired similarly
to a ceiling rose or light junction box, utilising connections for earth, neutral, permanent live
and a switch-live. Firstly the supply from the 3-pole isolator switch should be connected in to
the junction box L, N and E , then the fan should be connected using 3 core and earth cable
depending on the model the earth may not be required , with the extra cable being used as the
switch-live SL. Due to the colours of 3 core cable brown, grey and black certain conductors will
need an appropriate blue or brown sleeve over them, to denote their use within the circuit see
diagrams below. We recommend using the brown cable for the permanent live L , the grey cable
sleeved blue for the neutral N and the black cable sleeved brown for the switch-live SL. Finally,
connect the pull-cord into the junction box using normal 2 core cabling as you would any other
light switch, ensuring the brown is connected to the permanent live terminal in the junction box
and the common C in the switch, and the blue cable sleeved brown as it is not being used as a
neutral but as a live conductor is connected to the SL terminal in the junction box and L1 in the
switch. You should also note that the installation of a mechanical ventilation system in a special
location e. For regulations governing heights of sockets etc, please see our Socket Height
project page. You might be interested to go to our video section on installing ceiling fans to

watch a film on " ceiling fan installation ". All project content written and produced by Mike
Edwards , founder of DIY Doctor and industry expert in building technology. Apologies, but we
don't seem to have a video for this project yet, but we will do our best to get one up soon. Find
a tradesman now! Twitter Facebook Pin It Buffer. Project Menu Project Menu. Isolation switch
for use in bathrooms and special areas for isolating circuits Installing a Timed Fan Extractor
The Isolation switch must be on a pull cord inside a bathroom or as in the diagram above, a
switch on the outside. Diagram showing wiring method for an independently switched extractor
fan Installing the Switched Fan The supply for this can be taken from most existing circuits
providing the switched-fused-unit SFU is present at the start of the installation and
appropriately fused to protect the sub-circuit cabling and accessories. Remember that all earths
need to be connected together within each enclosure in the circuit. Back to the Top. Find a
Reliable Local Tradesman. Don't fancy doing this project yourself? We work with the industries
best to ensure that we recommend only reliable and trustworthy tradesmen. Let DIY Doctor help
you find a tradesman. More Help. Give us Some Feedback! Was this page useful:. First Name:
required. Email Address: required. We read and respond to all feedback by email. To allow us to
do so you will be added to our email list, however you can unsubscribe at any time using the
links at the bottom of any of our emails. Find out more in our privacy policy. Any DIY questions
should be posted to our Forum. Footer DIY Doctor. Follow us on Twitter. Follow us on YouTube.
Follow us on Pinterest. Follow us on Tumblr. Wiring an extractor fan is not a task that most
people will feel comfortable doing themselves. However it is something that most people are
capable of doing. With just a basic understanding of electrics and a good sense of safety, you
really shouldn't have a problem wiring up these extractor fans. Wiring up an extractor fan is a
very easy process and if done safely you will be able to avoid any potential hazards and
accidents which can sometimes occur. Spend time carefully wiring up the extractor fan and
make sure that you don't cut any corners. Whenever you are working on electrical circuits in
your home you must ensure that they are switched off. Electricity is very dangerous and must
be treated with respect. Turn the power off at the circuit breakers so that you can be sure that
you won't accidentally electrocute yourself. The extractor fan will need an AC power supply, if
you are replacing an existing fan then it should be possible to use the existing connections. If
not then you will need to chisel a channel right the way along the wall to a socket or wherever
you an break into the circuit. Once you have a channel in the wall you will then need to lay the
cable in it. Use shielding to protect the cable properly. Now the channel needs to be filled up
with plaster, this should then be sanded back to the same level as your wall. Spend time doing
this carefully so that you can hardly notice the repair, all you will need to do is paint the walls
once you are done. Strip the ends of the wire and screw them into the fans terminals. Make sure
that you use color coded wires so that you know which one is live and which is neutral.
Although it will work either way, it's very important that you always switch the live and not the
neutral. The fan then needs to be wired into the switch which will control when it is turned on or
off. Depending on the type of fan you have you may wire the switch in series with the fan, or for
more complex fans which carry on running for a certain length of time after being switched off
you will wire it to the fan itself. Now connect the power to your fuse board while the power is
still turned off. Ideally the extractor fan should have its own circuit breaker because it's in a
damp room of the house which is quite dangerous. Screw up the terminals tightly to ensure the
wire is trapped properly. Now you need to turn the power back on and try the extractor fan out.
Pull the cord and check that the extractor fan comes on and is blowing in the right direction. We
welcome your comments and suggestions. All information is provided "AS IS. All rights
reserved. You may freely link to this site, and use it for non-commercial use subject to our
terms of use. View our Privacy Policy here. Toggle navigation subscribe. How to Wire an
Extractor Fan. Written by Doityourself Staff. What You'll Need. Circuit Breaker. Electrical Wire.
Circuit Tester. Electrical screwdriver. Replace an RV Exhaust Fan. Installing Gable Attic Fans.
How to Replace Bilge Pump Switches. Related Posts 24 Volt help, engine room ventilation. Hi to
all, New to this forum and I hope someone can give me some help with Read More. Rebuilding
extractors on V-twin - different lengths? Hi Guys, Pretty well managed to get it all in the title! I
have a cc Suggestions for removing stripped 2" deck screws? Seven of these are stripped.
Should I buy a specialty extractor or do you h Shower Head Arm Question. I need help. Related
Posts Bathroom extractor wiring. Hi, I have 4 down lights off 1 switch, can I replace one of the
lights with Recognise this extractor? Hi All, A little basic for this forum but does anybody
recognise this ex I am an electrical neophyte so please pardon the lack of clarity. I purchas
Ceiling fan pre-wiring - How to wire Ceiling Fan. I'm hard time wiring my new ceiling fan. Manual
looks pretty simple but my Popular Articles. How to Fit a Kitchen Extractor Fan. By Don P. How
to Install an Extractor Fan Timer. By Charles Gatebi. How to Fix an Extractor Fan. How to Install
a Bathroom Extractor Fan. A shower extractor fan is essential in a room containing a shower in

order to prevent condensation. This article will show how to install and wire the extractor fan.
Never work on a live circuit, you must ensure that the circuit that you are working on is isolated
and cannot be switched back on accidentally. Switching off the light at the light switch does not
isolate the electricity to the ceiling rose or light fitting. You must isolate the circuit that you are
working on from the consumer unit or fuse box! All electrical pages are for information only!
This is a shower extractor fan, this has been specifically designed for use in a shower and it
also incorporates a halogen lamp which is 12 volts. Fans like this require additional wiring as
both a permanent live and switched live are required as the fan has a built in timer so that it
continues to extract air for a set period of time after the light in the room has been switched off.
These fans are wired from the existing light in the shower area and go via a three pole switch to
the fan itself. When you operate the shower room light the fan switches on automatically and
switches off after a set period of time. This is the shower where the extractor fan is to be fitted.
Cladding is also going to be fitted to the ceiling and so we need to plan where the fan will be
fixed and then we can cut away the tiled area for the fan. I have checked the loft above and I
have marked out where the fan is to be located. Here I have cut out a section of the ceiling using
a plasterboard saw. Normally you would just use a hole saw and power drill and drill through
from underneath, but getting through these glass mosaic tiles would be almost impossible. This
hole is in the right place and when the cladding has been fitted I will drill down from above, but
only so that the pilot drill arbour of the hole saw penetrates the cladding- this is so that I can
then drill through from the shower side and get the hole in the exact right place. This is the
actual fan itself, with the cover removed.. It has an arrow on it and this must be pointing away
from the shower. Time adjuster by turning this you can adjust how long the fan stays on forafter you switch the room light off To wire a shower fan like this you will need some three core
and earth cable which is normally 1mm - although there may not be a place to connect the earth
wire at the fan! This shows how the fan is arranged. The loft insulation will be replaced later.
The fan has been fastened to a piece of timber in the loft and then a flexible 4 inch pipe is
connected to one side- this is then connected to the vent that is fixed in the shower area. If you
are venting through a wall then you will need a diamond core drill. To the right of the picture out
of view is a transformer which is needed for the 12 volt halogen light. This is what the extractor
looks like with the insulation replaced. You can see that the pipe extends right out to the soffit,
where it is connected to a vent. The vent pipes simply push over the fan vent connections and
the grill vent connections and are held in place with cable ties. Before you drill this hole ensure
that either yourself or someone else can get to the soffit from the inside of the loft in order to
connect the vent pipe to. If you cannot access it then you will have to vent through one of the
walls. Here I am making the hole in the soffit using a correct sized hole saw and cordless drill. I
am doing this by standing with my arm out of the shower room window. This is safer than trying
to do it from a ladder, but is still dangerous. The drill can bite and will slip from your hand in an
instant, so be aware and be ready not to let go of it. Ensure that nobody can walk below when
you are drilling the hole as dropping a drill from that height could cause severe injuries. If you
cannot reach from a window then a scaffold tower is preferred over a ladder. Drilling from a
ladder is never a good idea! I have labelled the terminals in the junction box to help explain
what the wires do, once you have looked at it a few times it will become clear. A is switched live
it becomes live when the switch is on. C is Neutral Ignore the two wires going to the Lamp and
ignore the two wires going to the light switch. Now it's much easier as you only have six wires
two cables to think about. So you now have your fan, a triple pole switch and enough three core
and earth cable! Fix the fan to a suitable piece of timber in the loft and then fix the three pole
switch, You now need to run the cable in the permitted zones In this diagram we are using the
old three core colour's of yellow red and blue, but it is more likely that you will be using Brown,
Grey and Black instead now. A wiring diagram is below
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using the new colour's. The three core cable is connected to the ceiling rose as follows-. Install
shower extractor fan. Building regulations are changing all the time and modifying your home
electrics could be against new rules and could invalidate your home insurance, if in doubt
check first! Terminals- Permanent live, switched live, neutral 3. The triple pole isolating switch
must be positioned outside of the room containing the shower. The earth wires have been
omitted for clarity, but must be connected. You can see the feed in and the feed out- ignore
these, all you need to know is that- A is switched live it becomes live when the switch is on B is
permanent live this is live all the time C is Neutral Ignore the two wires going to the Lamp and
ignore the two wires going to the light switch. Here you can see the vent that has been fixed to

the soffit. Before working on any electrical circuit you must ensure that it is isolated correctly
and cannot accidentally be switched back on.

